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Import: Excel and csV file exports are supported, and include 
graphical mapping of source and target structures. You can 
manipulate data during an import with functions like text 
concatenation or numerical value calculation.

Merge: copy data from supplier catalogs into your central 
master catalog at qualified field level.

Data maintenance: maintain item and product data in tables 
and forms. a rich text editor allows you to maintain text for-
matting.

Structures and classification: manage standard and user-
defined structure systems and feature groups lists; classify 
item and product data.

Assortments: create and maintain explicit and dynamic 
assortments. With explicit assortments, you can select individ-
ual items to assign to the assortment. dynamic assortments, 
meanwhile, are based on search or selection rules.

Task management: define, assign and monitor user-specific 
tasks.

Multimedia information: manage and categorize multi-
media documents and assign items, products and structure 
groups.

Process overview: monitor all server-side operations.

Export: Export all item and product data, structure groups, 
references, etc. in configurable csV format.

Customers and suppliers: create and manage customer and 
supplier master data and supplier catalogs.

Users and rights: create and manage users, user groups and 
rights and the assignments between these.

Units: create and manage units of quantity. You can use 
several different systems of quantity measurement, e.g. 
datanorm, iso, un/EcE, etc.

the figure above shows standard item maintenance in Heiler product manager. the grouping function creates 
transparency; specific catalogs can be accessed directly; while the form and image preview provide a
multi-dimensional view of the product information in its entirety. Each view can easily be enlarged
to full-screen view.

HEilEr product managEr Basic product

 » Heiler Product Manager is the leading software solution for Enterprise Product Information 
Management (PIM), Master Data Management (MDM) and product communication in trade and 
industry.

HEilEr product managEr 5.1

a flexible and user-friendly import function allows you to 
quickly and easily import supplier catalog data or data 
from other internal and external applications and add 

this data to your master catalog. there you can enrich the data 
with your own information using an easily customizable user 
interface. using Heiler product manager, you can create and 
use your own material group systems alongside standard clas-
sification systems. thanks to very flexible data modeling, you 
can modify data to suit the specific needs of your organization, 
even across languages and borders. task management allows 
you to assign tasks to users and to monitor the processing of 
these tasks up to a defined point in time. With the data export 
function, you can create electronic catalogs and specific export 
formats. media assets can be categorized and items, products 
and structure groups assigned.

tHE Basic product

modulEs includEd

Heiler Product Manager Base Solution

Heiler Product Manager comprises the Base Solution and these optional modules

Web-Client

Versioning Engine

Workflow-Kit

Corporate Export Engine

Corporate Import Engine
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Import: Excel and csV file exports are supported, and include 
graphical mapping of source and target structures. You can 
manipulate data during an import with functions like text 
concatenation or numerical value calculation.

Merge function: copy data from supplier catalogs into your 
central master catalog at qualified field level.

Create new objects: 
create new items, products, structure groups, customers, sup-
pliers, catalogs, users and user groups.
clone existing items: the cloning option enables a noticeable 
increase in efficiency and enhanced data quality.

Extensive search functions help you find items, products 
and structure groups.

Table layouts can be defined and saved in Heiler product 
manager. advanced functions for table sorting, filtering and 
grouping are also provided.

Display options for table fields: field qualification is used 
to configure, show or hide fields in tables.

Data maintenance: maintain item, product and structure 
data. an item's maintenance status indicates whether the 
data is up-to-date and complete.

Graphic highlighting of fields with enumerations (lists 
of values): all fields with enumerations are now indicated 
by a drop-down arrow. Even fields that are only linked with a 
suggestion list are now highlighted in this way.

Validation: When you create new data records, a consolidat-
ed check now validates the complete record rather than just 
the individual fields. Errors are clearly displayed in the dialog 
box. the result: perfect data quality.

Price management: maintain prices, discounts, ordering 
information, scaled prices, price surcharges and validity peri-
ods.

Classification: classify items and products by using drag & 
drop, performing imports and maintaining tables.

Automatic classification of items with classification map-
pings

Multiple classification of items and products using various 
structure systems

Attributes: structure features can be maintained, created 
and inherited. item attributes can be assigned to structure 
features.

Exploit cross-selling opportunities for accessories and 
replacement parts by creating item and product references.

Use long descriptions incorporating user-defined text fea-
tures.

Standard classification systems like ecl@ss, Etim, unspsc 
and proficl@ss are supported by Heiler product manager.

User-defined structure systems are easily created and man-
aged.

Text features in structure groups: using Heiler product 
manager, you can use text features in structure group descrip-
tions.

Structure feature maintenance and inheritance: copy 
and maintain structures, substructures and structure preset 
values.

Selective feature inheritance: previous versions of Heiler 
product manager supported the inheritance of the complete 
feature groups list of a structure group by its subordinate 
groups. With the new version, individual features can also be 
inherited.

Qualification of features at structure system level: When 
a structure feature is added to a structure group, the qualifi-
cations are automatically passed on to that group. 

Defining a purpose allows you to specify different availabili-
ties for a feature, e.g., for various output channels (print or 
online). 

Add external data as multimedia information: add 
images, data sheets or technical drawings and assign these to 
items, products or structure groups in Heiler product manager.

Manage multimedia information like product images or 
data sheets in folders for fast finding of specific documents.

Usage lists for multimedia documents:  When you delete 
a multimedia document, a usage list appears to indicate 
where it is used.

Language-specific use of multimedia information.

Language-specific fields for managing language-specific 
data.

Assortments: create and edit item and product assortments.

Customer-specific fields allow you to maintain customer-
specific information, such as prices.

Classification mapping: With the new interface, you can 
use drag & drop to assign groups from a source structure to 
the corresponding groups in a target structure. 

Basic product Basic product

corE functions

the new classification mapping function in Heiler product manager 5.1 will prove to be a particular benefit to companies that use different classifi-

cation systems to structure their products. You can use drag & drop to simply link classification groups from two different classification groups and 

enable the automatic classification of items. the result: fast processes and perfect data quality.
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Basic product corporatE import EnginE

corporatE import EnginE

 » The Corporate Import Engine supports the widest possible range of XML structures, as well 
as standard CSV and Microsoft Excel 2003 and 2007. It also allows you to import several relation-
ally linked files in a single import. To enhance usability, the module offers the same user interface 
for mapping and importing all formats.

in Heiler product manager, you can 
import several relationally linked 
source files in a single step. for ex-
ample, multiple data sources can be 
loaded into the pim system together 
in a single import step based on 
the item numbers in all of the files. 
this approach eliminates the need 
for multiple sequential imports and 
means that complex data structures 
can be imported using table-based 
import formats.

New field selection dialog box: customized table layouts 
can be designed by adding and removing data fields (col-
umns). the field selection dialog box is of key importance 
in this regard because it represents a central hub for layout 
changes.
a filter text line, which also supports placeholders, makes 
it quick and easy to find fields and add them to your table 
layout. this is a particularly useful feature when working 
with large data models. all fields are assigned to correspond-
ing groups, which can be expanded and collapsed. detailed 
descriptions of the individual fields can be displayed as a 
tooltip.

Assign tasks to other users, e.g., in purchasing, product 
management or marketing.

Export formats: item and product data can be exported as 
text or csV files. 

Format templates for export: create and manage format 
templates for exporting text and csV files.

Export profiles can be created and managed in Heiler 
product manager to simplify one-time or repeat exports.

A process overview allows you to monitor server-side opera-
tions, e.g., imports, exports, etc.

Customer and supplier data: manage all of your customer 
and supplier data and supplier catalogs.

User administration for users and user groups with exten-
sive rights management. 

Read and write permissions can be defined right down to 
field level based on field permissions and qualified field per-
missions.

Control access permission at object level:
assign specific access permissions to individual objects, such 
as items or structure groups. inheritance logic enables effi-
cient maintenance and management of this permission type.

Personalize your interface: configure the views and per-
spectives displayed and create and save your own perspec-
tives.

Reference-based cross-selling and up-selling: creating a 
link between items and their accessories or replacement parts 
is the single most important thing you can do to generate 
more sales in e-commerce. in doing so, you will exploit the 
full potential of internet-based cross-selling and up-selling. 

"customers who bought this product also bought…": Heiler product 
manager helps you establish the prerequisites for successful cross- and 
up-selling.

the functions in Heiler product 
manager provide you with a power-

ful set of tools for manipulating data 
during an import. these include an 
option to calculate purchase prices 

based on list prices in the source 
file by incorporating a discount 

into the function. using conditions 
(if queries), you can even apply a 

discount depending on the item's 
material group in the source file. text 

functions like "concatenation" or 
"replace" provide additional options 
for data manipulation during an im-

port. a key benefit of this is that you 
can eliminate the time-consuming 

step of preparing import files prior to 
an import.
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Leading e-commerce solutions: in e-commerce, product 
information directly influences a potential customer's deci-
sion to buy or not to buy a product. Heiler product manager 
makes it easy to create and manage attributes, which in turn 
allows customers to compare products in your online shop.

Export profiles: an export profile is created once only prior 
to the export. Export format templates take account of all 
field rules, as well as area of validity, catalog structure, assort-
ment, language, currency and individual criteria. the adapter 
checks the online/offline status of the items. items that are 
already online in the shop are updated, while new items are 
published.

corporatE Export EnginE WEB cliEnt

WEB cliEnt

 » The Web service framework integrated into Heiler Product Manager allows you to create 
your own Web services to meet your individual requirements. For example, you can create Web 
services to read, edit and release product data. You can order the Web client as an additional 
Heiler Product Manager service and configure it to suit your individual requirements. This also 
enables seamless integration into existing business applications such as ERP systems or portals.

employees, departments, subsidiaries or external partners who 
play a part in ensuring the highest-quality product information, 
e.g., product management, legal departments, translators or 
advertising agencies. a personalized interface displays each 
user's task list and the status of each task at a glance. in addi-
tion, all users are notified by e-mail of new tasks as they arise.

this application is of particular benefit to large interna-
tional enterprises operating in trade and industry. as part 
of the marketing process, product texts are formulated 

via the internet in central product information management 
(pim) directly. attributes are maintained and suitable prod-
uct images are assigned. Workflow management informs all 

corporatE Export EnginE

 » Heiler Product Manager provides an ideal basis for multi-channel sales through online shops, 
electronic catalogs and procurement systems. The Corporate Export Engine in Heiler Product 
Manager enables table-based exports in CSV format plus exports of structured formats as XML 
and HTML. With the standard installation, you can store up to 5 export format templates. The 
Corporate Export Engine, meanwhile, allows you to define and store an unlimited number of 
export format templates.

Heiler B2B Procure-
ment directly integra-
ted in SAP, Oracle, 
Ariba

Heiler Punch-out 
Catalogs

Heiler E-Catalogs with
different views

E-Commerce Solutions
ATG, IBM, Intershop

corE functions

Direct export of supplier catalogs supports long-tail strate-
gies and the sale of shadow assortments. in this way, pim 
enables cross- and up-selling as well as higher margins with 
large assortments of niche items. 

a typical example of a Web client solution: in Heiler product manager, task 
management also allows you to define and assign tasks to external partners such 

as lawyers or marketing agencies. tasks permit direct access to item texts via 
the Web without a previous search. these texts can be checked, changed and 
ultimately released. in this way, Web services enable the provision of use-case-

specific Web clients for maximum user productivity and  
collaborative Enterprise pim.
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WorkfloW kit/VErsioning EnginE

Database system
 – microsoft sQl server 2005, x64 sp3 (Build 9.00.4035.00)
 – microsoft sQl server 2008, x64 

 (Build 10.0.1600.22)  
 – oracle database standard Edition 10g rev. 2 

 (Windows: 10.2.0.3)
 – oracle 11g, x64 (patch level: 11.1.0.6.0) 

Application server
 – operating systems: 

 Windows server 2003 x64 (r2) 
 Windows server 2008 x64 (r2)
 – Hardware: 

 processor: multi-processor or multi-core 
 ram: min. 4 gB for Hpm 
 (= 6 gB physical memory) 

Rich clients
 – operating systems: 

 Windows xp x86 (sp2) 
 Windows Vista x86 (sp1)
 – Hardware: 

 processor: multi-core 
 ram: min. 1 gB for Hpm client 
 (= 2 gB physical memory) 
 Hard disk: approx. 2 gB for the installation 
 
 (depending on the use of the virtual table/ 
 size of the import files, additional space may be required  
 for buffered data) 
 

Requirements on your system
please note that the memory and processor requirements 
specified above are recommendations based on average 
installations at customer sites. the Heiler sales or presales 
department will calculate specific figures for your individual 
system.

Heiler reserves the right to make changes to the system 
requirements based on the ongoing technical development of 
the product.

sYstEm rEQuirEmEnts

sYstEm rEQuirEmEnts

 » The Workflow Kit safeguards processes and ensures high-quality product data. You can use 
the kit to define workflow processes and assign pre-defined start conditions. 

WorkfloW kit

 » You can create and save different versions of objects such as items, products or structure 
groups. Versioning is supported in the master catalog and supplier catalogs. 

VErsioning EnginE

all objects that are connected with the versioned object 
are also versioned, for example, a structure group, 
including all parent groups, media-asset mappings and 

references to other items and products. the Versioning Engine 
is completely "export safe". in other words, data maintenance 
can continue uninterrupted in the working version while the 
version for export or publication remains unaltered in the 
defined status.
a detailed comparison view comparing versions at object and 
field level indicates in detail the differences between versions. 
Versions can be closed at any stage so that they are 100% revi-
sion-proof. open versions, meanwhile, can simply be updated 
from the working version.
a central version overview displays all available versions, 
together with their current status (open, closed).

Workflow profiles allow you to define the param-
eters for executing the corresponding workflow 
processes. for example, you can define conditions 

and specify which user is to process a certain process step in 
a profile. an overview of current workflow processes displays 
all active and completed workflows. active workflows can be 
stopped and restarted.

a detailed comparison between two versions with differences 
highlighted in color
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